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Grandmaster Flash grew up in the South Bronx. His love of his father’s records and

fascination with electronics would lead him down the road to the hip hop movement. He would

later become a key innovator. Flash’s involvement in hip hop affected not only him, but also the

sound of hip hop. Grandmaster Flash, also known as Joseph Saddler, was born January 1, 1958.

In 20 years time he would become one of the most influential hip hop pioneers: one of the “three

kings” of hip hop (Chang, 2005; 90). According to Grandmaster Flash’s official website, Flash is

“responsible for inventing the musical genre called Hip Hop.” While not all would claim Flash to

be the creator of hip hop, many consider him the first to really use the turntable as an instrument.

Flash used the turntable for more than playing breaks, he manipulated the music: he used the

turntable as his tool for creating music.

Early on, Flash was interested in electronics. He would take apart anything from a hair

dryer to old car stereos, and then attempt to reassemble the pieces. In a Billboard interview with

Rashaun Hall, Grandmaster Flash tells of his parents reaction to his fiddling was that they

“decided to send me to school so I could begin to identify what these internal parts all did.”

While going to school in the day, Flash was going to the local block parties at night to see Kool

Herc performe. It is from Kool Herc that Flash received his inspiration to begin truly utilizing the

turntable. Flash felt Herc switched records at bad times and rarely attempted to match up the

beats of the two songs. Instead of a jerky, off beat transition between songs, Flash hoped to

achieve a smooth flow; to create a “perfect new loop” (Chang, 2005; 112). This desire led Flash

to immerse himself in the science of the turntable. Through his scientific inquiry Grandmaster

Flash developed the “Clock Theory”. In his Billboard interview with Hall, Flash explained it as



…where I would spin the record back a few revolutions and then,
re-arriving at the top of the break, release and then go to the other
record.

Flash marked the beginnings of the breaks on his records with tape or a crayon to make them

easier to spot (Grandmaster Flash.com, 2006). This allowed him to easily transition between

songs without having to look closely at the record. Another creation Flash is credited with is

“cutting”. Cutting led the way into the better known “scratching”, in which the needle can be run

back and forth on the record, creating a scratching sound. Scratching was later perfected by

Flash’s apprentice Grandwizard Theodore and has become one of the most well known sounds of

hip hop. While he developed his theory Flash remained secretive. He stayed in his room and

practiced until he felt he was ready to perform. Next came the issue of a stage name. The origins

of Grandmaster Flash’s stage name are contested. Wikipedia claims the nickname was due to

whom Flash hung out with in school, whereas Chuck Miller of Goldmine believes it was in

dedication to “Grandmaster Bruce Lee”, lastly Eric Berman of Rolling Stone claims that “kids

around the neighborhood started calling him Flash because his hands were so fast.” No matter

where it came from, the name stuck.

When Grandmaster Flash finally made his first appearance, those in attendance didn’t

know how to react to his new sound. Jeff Chang quotes Flash on the experience in Can’t Stop

Won’t Stop:

…it was like, no reaction, no movement. Just hundreds of people
standing there they were just trying to understand

 Instead of dancing, the audience would simply watch Flash.  In response, he decided to go back

to the drawing board and attempt to find the source of the problem. As his reputation grew, Flash

began to get more stylish in his performance. He found it hard to continue to use style, which

included using different body parts to move the record, when performing and provide vocals.



Soon Grandmaster Flash came to the conclusion that he needed an accompaniment; he needed an

MC to keep the crowd pumped and the attention off of him.

Soon Flash had made a name for himself and was putting an open mic on the other side

of his turntables while those brave enough to try were given free reign. One of those who tried,

and succeeded, was Robert Keith “Cowboy” Wiggins. Soon thereafter two other regulars of

Flash’s shows joined Cowboy. After Melle Mel, and his brother Kidd Creole joined, the entire

group (including Grandmaster Flash and Cowboy) came to be known as Grandmaster Flash and

the 3 MCs (Wikipedia, 2006). Shortly thereafter, the group gained Rahiem from the recently

disbanded Funky 4, and Scorpio, Melle Mel’s best friend (Hall, 2003). Flash and the Furious 5

were born.

As the group’s notoriety grew ,Flash began having record executives approach him about

cutting a record. Each time Flash refused the offer because “he didn’t think that people

rapping…would even sell” (Miller, 1997). However, in 1979 “Rapper’s Delight” by the

Sugarhill Gang dropped and was soon all over the airways. Flash began to regret his decision not

to cut a record, especially since a new window to fame and fortune had been opened. Therefore,

Flash was ready to commit when Bobby Robinson of Enjoy Records offered him a contract

(Miller, 1997). Grandmaster Flash and the Furious 5 released one single with Enjoy when they

were recruited by Sugarhill Records. Sugarhill bought the group’s contract from Enjoy, and in

turn Grandmaster Flash and the Furious 5 found themselves on the same label as the Sugarhill

Gang. The first two singles from Grandmaster Flash and the Furious 5 enjoyed urban success but

lacked a mainstream following (Miller 1997). Then in July of 1982 “The Message” came out.

Although originally Flash had little to do with the song, it soon became one of the group’s

biggest hits. The focus of the song switched from the usual message of forgetting about problems



to bringing these problems center stage. “The Message” forced the reality of the ghetto on not

only those outside of it, but also those within it. Goldmines Chuck Miller describes the song as

follows:

This time, the lyrics told of a New York that wasn’t all parties, cars
and women – a dark commentary reminiscent of the soliloquies of
Gil Scott-Heron and Bob Dylan.

The record went gold and was a worldwide hit despite the dark lyrics. Flash, however, had less

than positive feelings about the track. He didn’t regret the track because of its message. Rather

Flash’s main reason for disappointment over the “The Message” was the fact that the whole

group wasn’t on the track. In fact, only Melle Mel and a Sugarhill songwriter “Duke Bootee”

Fletcher worked on the song (Chang 2005). In the end Cowboy, Kidd Creole, Scorpio and

Rahiem were left out. Thus Grandmaster Flash and the Furious 5 appeared to be a fake. Flash

also began doubting Sugarhill’s keeping of the contract terms, and felt he may have been being

exploited.

Flash decided to leave Sugarhill and signed a new contract with Elektra. Rahiem and

Kidd Creole joined him on the label and together they made the album They Said it Couldn’t Be

Done. Unfortunately, the album had little success and the following two albums failed as well. In

1987 the Furious 5 fully rejoined with Grandmaster Flash and put out a new album. Again,

success was not to be had and Elektra dropped the group. Things continued to go bad for Flash

who became hooked on cocaine. Flash explains that he “looked for an escape…[he] lost touch

with what [he] loved” (Berman, 1993/1994)

Despite setbacks, Grandmaster Flash has continued his career in hip hop. Almost 10

years after the release of On The Strength (Grandmaster Flash and the Furious 5’s reunion

album) Flash released Sal Soul Jam 2000. According to his official website, Flash has kept busy



with performances and albums. In 1998, a year after Sal Soul Jam 2000 he performed at the

Super Bowl. In 2005 Sean P. Combs (Diddy) requested he be the DJ for the MTV Music

Awards. Along with performances Grandmaster Flash is being recognized for his contribution to

hip hop. In the summer of 2004 he received induction into the Bronx Walk of Fame and now has

a street named after him in New York City. A recent major recognition came from the Rock and

Roll Hall of Fame. According to Grandmaster Flash.com

DJ Grandmaster Flash and The Furious Five has been nominated for
induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, making them the first DJ
and rap group to ever be nominated.

In the early 1970s Joseph Saddler began experimenting with turntables Over three

decades later the name Grandmaster Flash can still be heard. His contributions to hip hop may

well outlast his name.
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